
                  

IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS: KAMRUP(M):GAU 

Case No. G.R. 5171/2011

                        Under Section   387/509 of   I.P.C  

S T A T E

-Vs-

1. Sri Amulya Rajbongshi 

Son of Sri Haren Rajbongshi

Resident of Kendukuchi Gaon

P.S: Nalbari

Distt: Nalbari

    …………..Accused person

Present:

Smti Munmee Neog

Judicial Magistrate First Class,

Kamrup (M) Gauhati.

Appeared:

For the State:     Shri D. Nath, Learned Addl. P.P.

For the accused: Mr. C. Chakravarty, Learned Advocate

 

Date of Evidence:   8-12-15, 17-2-16, 29-4-16, 

Date of argument:  30-3-2017

Date of judgment:  05-04-2017

 J U D G M E N T

Prosecution Case:

1. The  informant  received  several  telephone  calls  from  an  unknown  phone 

Number (9402854015) at night of June, 2011 and thereafter also he received 

such calls on every night. The caller identified himself as Dahotia from ULFA(an 

organization) and he demanded money for the organization.

2. In  this  regard,  the  informant,  K.  Rajkhowa,  lodged  an  FIR  before 

Geetanagar Police Station on 6/6/2011 and the police investigated into 



the  allegation  levelled  by  the  informant.  After  completion  of  the 

investigation,  the  police  submitted  charge  sheet  against,  Sri  Amulya 

Rajbongshi, as accused persons under section 387/509 of IPC. 

Proceeding of the Case

3. During trial, charges under Section 387/509 of IPC were framed against 

the accused and the particulars of the offences punishable under section 

the said Sections were explained to the accused person, to which he 

pleaded not guilty and claimed trial. 

Evidence for the prosecution:

4. The  prosecution  has  examined  five  witnesses,  which  includes  the 

informant cum victim of the case and also the Investigating Officer and 

relied upon some documentary evidences:

Examination of the accused under section 313 of the Code of 

Criminal Procedure, 1973

5. With a view to enabling the accused person to explain personally the 

incriminating  materials  appearing  in  evidence  against  him,  questions 

were put to the accused and he denied everything. The accused person 

declined to adduce any evidence.

Points for determinations:

6.  I  have  heard  arguments  from the  learned  Additional  P.  P.  and  the 

learned  Defence  Counsel  and  perused  the  records  of  the  case  in  a 

meticulous manner. The points for determination in the case are:

(i)      Whether  the  accused  person  on or  about  June,  2011  and 

thereafter also at R.G. Baruah Road, with an intention to put the 

informant, Sri K. Rajkhowa, in fear of death or grievous hurt in order 

to  commit  extortion  and  thereby  had  committed  offence  under 

Section 387 of IPC?

(ii)     Whether on same date and time and place the accused caused 

criminal intimidation to the informant by threatening him with dire 

consequences  of  grievous  injury  by  sending  an  anoynymous 

communication over phone with an intent to cause the informant to 
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give  an amount  of  money  for  ULFA and  thereby had  committed 

offence under Section 509 of IPC?

Discussions, Decisions and reasons thereof:

7. To establish the culpability of the accused, the prosecution side has examined 

altogether  five  witnesses.  The  informant,  Sri  Karunabhiram  Rajkhowa,  is 

examined as PW1, who deposed that the he lodged the FIR after seven days of 

receiving some calls from some unknown person, whereby, he was threatened 

by demanding money. He deposed that unknown person threatened him to 

face  dire  consequences  if  the  demanded  money  is  not  paid.  During  cross 

examination PW1 stated that he does not know who telephoned him and that 

he did not mention the date, time of such telephone calls and also the amount 

specifically demanded through such phone calls.

8. PW2,  Sri  Dilip  Rajbongshi,  in  his  evidence  deposed  that  he  knows  both 

informant and the accused and that accused is his neighbor. He, however, has 

shown his ignorance regarding the alleged incident.

9. One Sri  Harekrishna Haloi,  is examined as PW3 and he deposed during his 

examination in chief that he knows the accused and that when police arrested 

the accused,  then only  he heard that  accused had  demanded money  from 

informant over telephone. During cross examination, PW3 stated that he only 

heard about the incident and that he came to know regarding the incident only 

when the accused was brought to Court.

10. PW4, Sri Deepak Barman, in his evidence deposed that he knows the accused 

and that  he  came to  know on the  date  of  arrest  of  the accused that  the 

accused  had  demanded money from someone over  telephone.  He  deposed 

further that he only heard about the incident.

11. Prosecution has examined one, Kalyan Rajbongshi as PW5, who deposed that 

he does not know regarding the alleged incident and that he knows only about 

arrest of the accused, but, does not know the reason of arrest.

12. Prosecution has failed to examine the Investigating Officer of the case even 

after getting ample opportunities for the same.

13. The evidence discussed above reveals that though the informant in his FIR has 

mentioned one phone number alleging that from such phone number he had 

received the calls, whereby demand of money was made, but, he himself stated 
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that unknown person threatened him to face dire consequences, if demand of 

money is not fulfilled. It appears that PW1 also stated that he is unaware who 

made the calls and wherefrom the calls were being made and that he even has 

not mentioned in his FIR the dates and time on which he received such calls. 

Record further  shows that  though the informant  has mentioned one phone 

number alleging that from that number he had received ransom calls, but, as 

appears, the Investigating Officer of the case failed to trace out the service 

holder with respect to that contact number. Further, it appears that the other 

prosecution witnesses,  i.e,  PW2, PW3, PW4 and PW5 admittedly only heard 

about the alleged incident and they have no knowledge regarding the incident. 

Thus,  evidences  of  PW2  to  PW5  remained  hearsay  only,  which  has  no 

evidentiary value.

14. The  prosecution  witnesses  have  failed  to  show  any  connection  of  accused 

person with the phone number as stated in the FIR by the informant.  It is a 

fact that allegation being extortion made over telephone it is hard to find any 

direct  evidence  of  eye  witness  in  this  case.   Whereas,  the  circumstantial 

evidences found in this case also, in my considered opinion, failed to connect 

the whole prosecution story, thereby failed to prove the fact beyond reasonable 

doubt that the person arrested by police as accused was the person who had 

made the demand for money from the informant.

15. In view of foregoing discussion it appears that the prosecution has failed to 

establish any case against the accused person. In the result, I find and hold 

that the prosecution side has failed to bring home the charges U/S 387/509 of 

I.P.C. against the accused person beyond all reasonable doubt.  I find him not 

guilty and acquit him forthwith.  The accused person is set at liberty and his 

bail bond shall extended till a period of six months from today.  

16. Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 5th day of April, 2017.  

  

Judicial Magistrate First Class

Kamrup(M)
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APPENDI  X  

(A) Prosecution Witnesses:  

PW1: Sri Karunabhiram Rajkhowa (Informant cum victim)

PW2: Sri Dilip Rajbongshi

PW3: Sri Harekrishna Haloi 

PW4: Sri Deepak Barman

PW5: Sri Kalyan Rajbongshi 

(B) Defence Witnesses  :        

 Nil

(C) Court Witnesses:              

 Nil

(D) Prosecution Exhibits:  

Exhibit 1: FIR, wherein Exhibit 1(1) is the signature of informant 

(E) Defence Exhibits  :            

Nil

(F) Court Exhibits:               

 Nil

(G) Material Exhibits:            

Nil

Judicial Magistrate First Class

Kamrup(M) 
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